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Abstract A method to analyze bed load with image
processing was developed. The motion of coarse spher-
ical particles on a mobile bed entrained by a shallow
turbulent flow down a steep channel was filmed with a
high-speed camera. The water free surface and the par-
ticle positions were detected combining classical image
processing algorithms. We developed a particle-tracking
algorithm to calculate all particle trajectories and mo-
tion regimes, rolling or saltation. At constant slope, the
contribution of the rolling particles to the solid dis-
charge only slightly differed when the particle supply
was increased. At a slope of 10%, it represented about
40%. In contrast, rolling became the major regime when
the slope increased, at a slope of 15% it represented up
to 80% of the total solid discharge.

1 Introduction

This paper presents a method to capture the motion
of particles and the evolution of both the free sur-
face and the bed of a two-phase flow using image
processing.

Bed load transport in water courses remains difficult
to study. Many researchers and practitioners have tried
to calculate the transport rate as a function of the water
flow. Empirical formulas such as the Meyer-Peter Mül-
ler formula (Meyer-Peter and Müller 1948) were estab-
lished. These laws correctly predict the transport rate
under steady uniform conditions well above the incipient
motion threshold, but they yield poor results for more
general flow conditions.

This motivates the search for a better understanding
of the physical mechanisms governing bed load trans-
port. The idea of considering bed load transport not as
the flux of a continuous phase but as the superimposi-
tion of the motion of individual particles has thus gained
new attention in the last few decades (Wiberg and Smith
1985; Schmeeckle and Nelson 2003).

Our contribution to this issue is an experimental
study of the phenomena of bed load transport. Using a
two-dimensional model channel we are able to investi-
gate in detail the three motion regimes: saltating, rolling,
or resting particles. If a coarse particle is set into motion
it typically starts to roll and slide along the bed, when
accelerated, it performs a series of leaps called saltation.
Initially, we investigated these motion regimes of a single
particle in a water flow (Ancey et al. 2002; Ancey et al.
2003). In the present study, we supplied the channel
continuously with sediment (spherical glass beads). We
were able to take sophisticated measurements by means
of image processing and analyze the results from a
physical point of view. We paid special attention to the
rolling and saltating regime of particles. In particular,
we will see that the rolling regime plays an important
role in bed load transport, which has often been ne-
glected (Bagnold 1973).
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Image processing has been used for a variety of
problems such as surveillance, scene monitoring
(Courtney 1997), distortion measurement, and particle
image velocimetry (Nishino et al. 1989; Willert and
Gharib 1991). In the field of bed load transport, several
authors have used photography and video techniques to
investigate the motion of saltating particles but mostly
at low slopes, low concentration and rarely under bed-
load equilibrium on a mobile bed (Hu and Hui 1996a, b;
Lee et al. 2000; Niño et al. 1994). Incipient motion of
bed load has also been specifically addressed (Pilotti
et al. 1997; Papanicolaou et al. 1999). The work of
Drake et al. (1988) based on photography of bed load
motion in a creek is particularly noticeable as the motion
of particles occurred mainly by rolling.

For the present study we used the image-processing
software Wima developed by the Traitement du Signal et
Instrumentation laboratory (University of Saint Eti-
enne, France). At Cemagref, the Wima software was
used to derive turbulent velocity profiles with PIV (Frey
and Reboud 2001), to measure the grain size distribution
instantaneously at the outlet of a gravel-bedded channel
(Frey et al. 2003), and to detect the motion of a single
particle (Ancey et al. 2002, 2003).

The position of the water line can be extracted with
classical image-processing operators: image thresholding
and morphological operations (Gonzalez and Woods
1992). On the other hand, determining particle trajecto-
ries requires specific development: first we had to detect
particle positions and second track the particles along the
sequence in order to find the trajectories. The problem of
object detection and localization in a gray scale image is
known as a pattern-matching problem. It is usually
solved using correlation techniques. More sophisticated
nonlinear operators can also be used (Barat et al. 2003).
The problem of tracking particles along a sequence is not
trivial. Depending on the hypotheses made on particle
displacement, more or less complex approaches have
been proposed (Sethi and Jain 1987; Salari and Sethi
1990; Economikos et al. 1990; Hwang 1989).

The paper is structured as follows: after a presenta-
tion of the experimental facilities, we describe the
detection algorithms used to calculate the water free
surface and the particle positions. The particle-tracking

algorithm developed to calculate the particle trajectories
is presented. Three motion regimes of the particles (rest,
rolling, or saltating motion) are defined and the bed
elevation is calculated. After discussing the variables
characterizing the transport, we analyze the water and
bed surface elevations. Then, we study the vertical pro-
files of the solid discharge at a constant slope. Finally,
we analyze the contribution of the rolling and saltating
particles to the solid discharge for different slopes.

2 Experimental facilities

Bed load experiments were conducted in a narrow, glass-
sided channel, 2 m in length and 20 cm in height (see
Fig. 1). The slope could be adjusted within a range of
7.5–15%. The channel was continuously supplied with
water and spherical glass beads with a diameter
d = 6 mm and a density qp of 2,500 kg/m3. As the
channel (W = 6.5 mm) was only slightly wider than this
diameter, the particle motion was approximately two-
dimensional. An obstacle at the channel outlet prompted
the particles to settle on the rough channel base to form
a bed of three particle layers on average over most of the
channel length. The water flow rate per unit width qw
and the particle injection rate _n0 were adjusted at the
upstream entrance to obtain bed load equilibrium (see,
Böhm 2005, for details on the experimental procedure).

Once equilibrium was reached, the particles and the
water stream were filmed using a Pulnix partial scan
video camera (progressive scan TM-6705AN). The
camera was placed perpendicular to the glass panes
115 cm from the channel, approximately 80 cm up-
stream from the channel outlet. It was inclined at the
same angle as the channel. Lights were positioned in the
backside of the channel. An area approximately 25 cm
in length and 8 cm in height was filmed and later re-
duced to accelerate image processing.

The camera resolution was 640 · 192 pixels for a
frame rate of f = 130 fps (exposure time: 0.2 ms, 256
gray levels). Sequences of 8,000 images corresponding to
a duration of approximately 1 min were acquired. Fig-
ure 2 shows typical images; a video sequence is available
for download.

Fig. 1 Sketch of the
experimental setup (after Böhm
et al. 2004)



3 Image processing

A flowchart of all processing steps is given on Fig. 3.

3.1 Detection of the water free surface

The water free surface was fairly constant over the small
width of the channel. In spite of the capillary attraction
between water and the glass walls, the meniscus ap-
peared on the filmed images as a thin line. We were thus
able to take the mean value in the direction perpendic-
ular to the channel walls to calculate the instantaneous
water line as a function of the x-coordinate and time,
wf(x, t).

We explain the procedure by considering a single
image of the sequence reduced in length. Classical im-
age-processing operators were used (Gonzalez and
Woods 1992; Soille 1999). The processing was done in
several steps, most of them appearing in Fig. 4:

(a) The image of the empty channel was subtracted
from the image of the flow, the channel base was
thus eliminated.

(b) The image was inverted and thresholded. The
threshold value was chosen as a function of the
luminosity and contrast of the source images.

(c) The white zones were eroded (four iterations) so the
water line would disappear.

(d) Conversely, the resting white spots were dilated (six
iterations) to join the zones before inverting.

(e) The logical AND-operation was applied on images
(b) and (d). The particles were thus eliminated; the
water line and small spots of noise remained.

(f) The line was slimmed down to the width of one pixel.
It was then scanned from the top to find the first
white pixel of each column to obtain wf(x). Figure 4e
shows that there were some missing portions due to
light reflections of the free surface. Consequently, we
rejected the values breaching the condition
jwfðxÞ � wfðxÞj where wfðxÞ is the x-averaged value
and a maximal elongation of we = 15 pixels was
chosen. The rejected values were recalculated making
use of their neighboring zones. Inside the image, we
applied linear interpolation. If there were missing
portions at the left or right edge of the image, wf(x)
was set to the value of the nearest available point
(extrapolation with a constant value).

The uncertainty of the water line position was in most
instances less than 1 pixel.

3.2 Detection of the particle positions

To detect the particle positions, we used the image of a
model bead (Fig. 5b) in addition to the filmed image
(Fig. 5a). A correlation between the model and the im-
age was computed (Gonzalez and Woods 1992). A ring-
shaped model was chosen with negative values inside in
order to have a zero mean value. A bead was detected
whenever it coincided with the ring. The diameter of the
ring was chosen to match the diameter of the beads in
the filmed image. The algorithm thus made use of the
uniform size and shape of the particles. The processing
steps are illustrated in Fig. 6:

(a) An algorithm to search the pattern (Fig. 5b) in the
image was applied. We obtained an image showing
the zones of high and low correlations in light and
dark grays, respectively. Note that the correlation
coefficient could not be calculated close to the image
edges. Here the resulting image pixels were set to a
medium gray level. The width of this zone was half

Fig. 2 Images of the particle transport. Image dimensions: 25 cm ·
5 cm; frame rate: f = 129.2 Hz, channel slope: tan h = 10%,
mean solid discharge _n ¼ 7:93 beads/s; water discharge per unit
width qw = 5.39 · 10�3 m2/s (after Böhm et al. 2004)

Fig. 3 Flowchart of image and data processing



the size of the model bead image (16 pixels). In the
center of Fig. 6a, a ‘‘correlation cloud’’ can be seen
for each bead in the original image. Although these
clouds intersected, circular shapes with pronounced
maxima were obvious.

(b) The local maxima of the image were retained, i.e., all
the pixels that were lighter than their four neighbors.
In the figure, they are shown as white crosses. Since
the model bead fitted very well the filmed beads and
image noise was very low we did not have any
problems with spurious detection of particles.

(c) The (x,y)-positions of these crosses were extracted
and saved in a list associated with the image (not
shown in the figure).

The uncertainty of the detected particle positions was
on the order of 1 pixel (0.387 mm).

4 Particle tracking

4.1 Overview

A particle-tracking algorithm was developed to obtain
the particle trajectories from the particle position data.
The particle image velocimetry is perhaps the most
popular recent technique in experimental fluid
mechanics. A related method used especially for low
particle concentrations is particle-tracking velocimetry
(Nishino et al. 1989; Udrea et al. 2000). Its usual
application is the determination of the velocity field of a
fluid carrying small particles. In contrast, we focused on
the individual particle motion in our study. The particle
velocities differed from those of the surrounding fluid
since our particles were coarse and had a higher density
than water. Our algorithm was nevertheless comparable
to algorithms developed by Sethi and Jain (1987),
Economikos et al. (1990) and Okamoto et al. (1995): it
uses the principle of prediction to select candidates for
an association and a cost function to choose the best
one.

The algorithm compared the bead positions of two
consecutive images to determine the trajectory of each
bead step by step. Although the use of spherical particles
of uniform size made detection easier, it hampered the
calculation of the trajectories since we were unable to
distinguish between particles because of their shape.
Given the high frame rate of the camera, the displace-
ment of a particle between two images was always
smaller than a particle diameter. This was essential not
only to reach a high resolution of the trajectories, but
primarily to be able to distinguish the particles over
time. We explain the algorithm by describing first its
initial step and then the iteration step, which was simply
an advancement of the initial step.

4.2 Initial step

The initial time step of the particle-tracking algorithm is
illustrated in Fig. 7. For each particle of the first image,
we defined a circular searching zone (here shown only
for particles A and B). The radius of this zone was the
maximal displacement expected. A particle of the second
image was associated with a particle of the first image if
it was lying inside its search perimeter. Here, particle D
was associated with B, whereas C was associated both
with A and B. For each association, we noted the dis-
tance of the particles (see Table 1).

Fig. 4 Detection of the water line. Image-processing steps

Fig. 5 Detection of the particle positions. Original images

Fig. 6 Detection of the particle positions. Image-processing steps



After the calculation of the complete association ta-
ble for the image couple, the best associations were se-
lected. For this purpose, the association with the
minimal distance was chosen, eliminating other possible
associations of the involved particles. In the case of
several minimal distances, one of these associations was
chosen arbitrarily. Next, the best remaining association
was selected. In our example, the association A–C was
chosen first; as a consequence, this eliminated the asso-
ciation B–C. In a second iteration, the association B–D
was selected. Note that for some particles, no prede-
cessor or successor could be found, especially for the
particles entering or leaving the observation window.

In this way, the association table was transformed
into a table of trajectories of the particles for the first
two images. The information on particle displacements
was used for the following calculation step.

4.3 Iteration steps

A sketch of the particle-tracking algorithm for the fol-
lowing time-step is displayed in Fig. 8. It shows the
particle positions for images 2 and 3. The difference
compared to Fig. 7 is the position of the searching
zones. An estimate for the particle position in image 3
was obtained by adding the displacement vector of the
preceding calculation step to each particle position in
image 2 (black arrows). The searching zone was centered
around this estimate. Thus, the algorithm made use of
the low acceleration of the particles.

Apart from the positions of the searching zones, the
algorithm worked as described above. Here, the distance
was calculated between the particle position of the third
image and the estimated position (see Table 2). As the

calculated distances were considerably lower for the
second calculation step, a better correlation was
achieved. In our example, particles E and F were asso-
ciated only with particles C and D, respectively. The
positions of particles E and F were appended to the
trajectories, which then were denoted by A–C–E and B–
D–F, respectively.

Whenever the information of the last displacement
was available, it was used to calculate the estimate of the
new particle position. If no predecessor of a particle
could be found, a new trajectory was created. Otherwise,
the particle coordinates were appended to an existing
trajectory. If no successor position of a particle was
found the trajectory was closed.

The only arbitrary parameter of the algorithm was
the radius r of the searching zone, which was nothing
but the maximal expected particle displacement. To
avoid the association of resting particles with their
neighbors, we limited it to the particle diameter on the
images, r = d/s � 16 pixels, where s denotes the scaling
factor of the camera. This limited the particle velocity
being detected by the algorithm: vm = r s f � 0.80 m/s,
where vm denotes the maximal velocity and f the frame
rate of the camera. The limit affected only the first cal-
culation steps of the trajectories whose particles were
entering the observation window. The following steps

Fig. 7 Initial time step of the particle-tracking algorithm

Table 1 Association table for the initial time step

Particle on
image 1

Particle on
image 2

Distance
(pixels)

A C 7.07
B C 9.49
B D 9.00
...

Fig. 8 Iteration time step of the particle-tracking algorithm



were simple since the preceding displacements could be
taken into account for tracking. Since the particle
velocities in our experiments rarely exceeded 0.5 m/s,
almost all the trajectories could be tracked from the start
at the left edge of the image. Indeed, we calculated the
trajectories on the whole images (640 pixels in the x-
direction) but restricted the final analysis to a smaller
zone. Zones of 30 pixels were cut off from the left and
the right, leaving an effective image length of 580 pixels.

4.4 Trajectories

Running the algorithm on the whole image sequence, we
obtained a table with the trajectories of all the particles
observed. This table contained 400–2,000 trajectories,
depending on the solid discharge adjusted at the channel
entrance. Table 3 shows a considerably shortened
example of a trajectory table. The lists of x- and
y-positions do not represent regular arrays since the
trajectories had different sizes (the size of a trajectory
being the number of time steps it was tracked). We thus
had to note the time step of the start and the size of each
trajectory in the table.

In the example, the particles involved in trajectories
number 4–8 did not move at all during the five time
steps. Particles 1 and 3 entered the observation zone,
whereas particle 2 left it.

Figure 9 shows the trajectories of the first five time
steps of an image sequence. The first and the fifth filmed
images can be seen in the background (the particles are
shown in light and dark gray, respectively). The zone in
the x-direction of Table 3 is marked in the upper part of
the figure for a comparison.

While developing the particle-tracking algorithm, we
tested its accuracy continuously. We used reduced im-
age sequences to compare the calculated trajectories
with the filmed images. The algorithm yielded correct
results even when particles collided. The amount of
data extracted from our experiments was still too large
to make more than random sample tests of the reli-
ability of the trajectories. Additionally, we carefully
studied the global results obtained from the analysis of
the trajectories. We especially compared the solid dis-
charge deduced from the trajectories _n with the injec-
tion rate _n0: This measured solid discharge fluctuated
greatly. However, taking the average over sufficiently
long time periods (1 min), the relative difference
ð�_n� _n0Þ= _n0 was smaller than ± 3% (see Table 4). We
can thus conclude that the algorithm performed accu-
rately for the given problem.

5 State of movement and bed line

5.1 Definition of the state of movement

Next the state of movement of a particle was defined by
considering that each bead was always either in a rest-
ing, rolling, or saltating regime (see Fig. 10). This par-
titioning posed several difficulties from the algorithmic
viewpoint. The three states of movement were distin-
guished as follows:

The resting beads formed the bed, they were in sus-
tained contact with their neighbors. They were not ex-
pected to move or, more precisely, their possible drift
velocities (together with fluctuating velocities) were
lower than a threshold velocity ut: |up| < ut, where up

Table 3 Example for a table of trajectories. Number, start, and size are the number of the trajectory, the first time step of its tracking, and
the number of time steps the particle was tracked, respectively

Number Start Size x-Positions (pixel) y-Positions (pixel)

1 2 4 – 194 202 209 217 – 41 43 45 47
2 1 3 203 212 221 – – 44 44 45 – –
3 2 4 – 193 194 196 199 – 64 64 64 64
4 1 5 211 211 211 211 211 77 77 77 77 77
5 1 5 196 196 196 196 196 80 80 80 80 80
6 1 5 219 219 219 219 219 90 90 90 90 90
7 1 5 204 204 204 204 204 93 93 93 93 93
8 1 5 211 211 211 211 211 104 104 104 104 104

The table was made for a reduced zone in x (193 < x £ 223 pixel) and only for the first five time steps

Table 2 Association table for an iteration time step

Particle on
image 2

Particle on
image 3

Distance
(pixels)

C E 1.41
D F 1.00
... Fig. 9 Visualization of the particle trajectories (black). In the

background, the particles at the initial (light gray) and the final
positions (dark gray) of the short image sequence are shown



denotes the particle velocity averaged over five consec-
utive frames.

The beads in the rolling regime were located above
the beads at rest: they remained in close contact with the
bed and moved at a certain velocity. Our algorithm used
two criteria to distinguish rolling beads: |up| ‡ ut (bead
in motion) and dn/d £ e (particles in the vicinity),
where dn is the distance to the next neighbor (measured
between the mass centers and averaged over five con-
secutive frames) and e is a threshold.

The beads in saltation leaped above the others. They
had no close neighbors except when they collided with
other beads. The algorithm distinguished saltating beads
using the criteria |up| ‡ ut and dn/d > e.

The values of the threshold parameters ut and e were
adjusted by trial and error to minimize the differences
between the state determined by the algorithm and the
state determined by the naked eye. Good agreement was
obtained for ut = 0.025 m/s and e = 1.07.

The state of movement of each particle was a function
of time. A particle at rest could be set in rolling motion by
the fluid or other particles and accelerated to get into
saltating motion. On the other hand, a fast moving
particle could lose its kinetic energy and come to rest.

5.2 Definition of the bed line and water depth

While the free surface line was relatively easy to define
and detect with classical image algorithms, the bed line
bs(x, t) was more difficult to define because it was con-
tinuously evolving through particle deposition and ero-
sion. In addition the low submergence that is the ratio of
water depth to the bead diameter made this definition
crucial. As rolling particles had a very low velocity
compared to the mean water velocity, we considered that
the bed surface profile is the broken line linking the top
points of the uppermost resting or rolling beads. Fig-
ure 10 depicts this broken line at a given time.

The water depth h(x, t) was then defined as the dif-
ference between the water and the bed elevation, h(x,
t) = wf(x, t) � bs(x, t).

6 Results

Table 4 reports time-averaged values for experiments
with slopes ranging from 7.5 to 15%. These experiments
were run with different particle injection rates _n0 by
adjusting the water discharge each time in order to ob-
tain bed load equilibrium.

We express the solid discharge in beads per second
and define it as a function of time:

_n ¼ 1

L

XN

i¼1
ui:

L, N, and ui are the horizontal length of the observation
window, the number of the observed particles, and the x-
component of the individual particle velocity, respec-
tively. The solid discharge thus represents the cumulated
motion of the particles in the observation window. The
time evolution of the solid discharge was studied in
(Böhm et al. 2004); here we present only the mean values.

The flow Reynolds number is defined as
Re ¼ 4Rh�uf=m; where Rh = Wh/(2h + W) denotes the

Table 4 Flow characteristics and time-averaged values of dimensionless numbers characterizing bed load and water flow

Experiment E7-6 E7-8 E7-9 E10-6 E10-8 E10-21 E12-9 E12-16 E12-21 E15-16 E15-21

tan h (%) 7.5 7.5 7.5 10 10 10 12.5 12.5 12.5 15.0 15.0
_n0 ðbeads/sÞ 5.7 7.8 8.7 5.3 8.0 20.0 9.3 15.2 20.0 15.6 21.5
qw (10�3 m2/s) 10.00 11.54 13.85 4.15 5.39 10.31 2.97 3.85 4.46 2.31 2.92
h (mm) 18.9 20.8 24.9 10.0 12.0 19.4 7.0 8.2 9.4 4.9 6.7
rh(mm) 2.2 2.3 2.5 2.1 2.3 2.7 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.0 2.5
uf (m/s) 0.53 0.55 0.56 0.42 0.45 0.53 0.42 0.47 0.48 0.47 0.44
_n ðbeads/sÞ 5.45 7.76 9.20 5.21 7.93 20.65 9.52 15.52 19.86 15.45 20.55
Re 5,860 6,230 6,400 4,090 4,590 5,920 3,760 4,360 4,600 3,680 3,830
Fr 1.23 1.22 1.13 1.30 1.27 1.21 1.60 1.66 1.58 2.14 1.72
NSh 0.158 0.173 0.207 0.113 0.135 0.216 0.098 0.114 0.130 0.082 0.111
Cs (%) 0.95 1.17 1.16 2.18 2.56 3.49 5.58 7.02 7.74 11.65 12.23
h/d 3.16 3.47 4.15 1.66 2.00 3.23 1.17 1.37 1.56 0.82 1.11
jr (%) 29.0 28.6 31.1 38.2 36.1 41.8 68.0 63.8 57.0 84.9 76.2
js (%) 63.9 65.7 62.2 54.8 56.9 50.7 19.9 24.1 32.1 4.4 16.4

Varying parameters: channel inclination tan h and solid discharge _n: The mnemotechnic notation E7-6 indicates: tan h � 7% and
_n � 6 beads/s. Not all the experiments we performed are reported here

Fig. 10 Sketch defining the state of movement and the bed line



hydraulic radius, �uf ¼ qw=h the fluid velocity (averaged
in the y- and z-directions), m the kinematic viscosity of
water, and h the water depth. The values of the Froude
number Fr ¼ uf=

ffiffiffiffiffi
gh
p

(where g denotes gravity acceler-
ation) indicate a mean supercritical regime.

The solid concentration is defined as the ratio of the
solid and the water discharge Cs ¼ _nv=ðqwW Þ; where
v = p d3/6 is the particle volume. Compared with values
found in sedimentology, the concentration was high due
to the steep channel slope. The ratio h/d was low, in the
range 1–4.

The Shields number is defined as the ratio of the
bottom shear stress to the stress equivalent of the
buoyant force of a particle lying on the bottom and
reads NSh = h tan h/((qp/qf�1)d).

Furthermore, we broke down the solid discharge into
the contributions of the rolling (jr), and the saltating (js)
beads.

We present in this paper only three aspects of the
results. We first investigate, for a single experiment, the
features of the water free surface and the bed surface
elevation. Secondly, we study the contribution of the
rolling regime at a constant slope but for increasing flow
rates by analyzing the vertical transport profiles. Finally,
we show that rolling becomes the major regime when the
slope increases. Further results can be found in Böhm
et al. (2004, 2005).

6.1 Water and bed surfaces

In Fig. 11, the free surface elevation wf(x,t) (Sect. 1) for
experiment E10-8 (see Table 4) has been coded in gray
levels. The image represents the information of the full
length of the observation zone, while only a short time
period is shown here (2 s instead of 60 s). The repre-
sentation of wf(x, t) in the form of an image facilitated,
on the one hand, the visual interpretation and enabled,
on the other hand, a further analysis with the image-
processing software. An obvious feature of the diagram
is the characteristic propagation velocity of the water
surface waves of c=Dx / Dt � 0.41 m/s, which was close
to the mean fluid velocity uf given in Table 4.

We calculated the probability density functions (pdf)
of wf and the bed surface elevation bs for the whole data
sequence (Dt = 61.9 s, see Fig. 12). The pdf of wf was

narrow and nearly Gaussian (mean value �wf ¼ 33:1mm;
standard deviation rwf = 1.9 mm), which indicates that
small positive and negative perturbations of the eleva-
tion occurred with an even frequency. In contrast, the
pdf of bs ð�bs ¼ 21:4mm; rbs ¼ 2:2mmÞ had a higher
maximum and wider tails. While most of the time the
bed line was at a level of 20–23 mm, occasionally it
raised or fell considerably (on the order of one particle
diameter). The former process can be attributed to
particles that reposed momentarily on the quasi-immo-
bile bed, the latter to sporadic rearrangements in the
bed. Furthermore, calculation of intercorrelation func-
tions between wf and bs showed that water and bed
elevations were strongly coupled. The background of
Fig. 12 was obtained by superimposing all the images of
the filmed sequence.

6.2 Vertical transport profiles on a constant slope

In Fig. 13, the distributions of the solid discharge _n in
the vertical direction of the flow [solid curves (t)] are
plotted for three experiments on a constant slope of
10%. Additionally, we show the individual contribu-
tion of the saltating (s), rolling (r), and resting (re)
particles to the total solid discharge. The slope of 10%
is indeed typical for torrents concerned by bed load
phenomena.

The diagrams show three peaks at intervals of
approximately one particle diameter. Experiment E10-
21 (Fig. 13c) revealed a fourth peak one particle
diameter above, the transport occupying here a wider
y-range, as the water level was also higher. The occur-
rence of peaks in the transport profiles indicates that the
particle bed had a layered structure. Although we paid
special attention to designing an irregular channel base
(see Fig. 2), the bed became ordered.

The peaks of Fig. 13 coincide fairly well with the
presence of different transport regimes. In the lower part
[small peaks (re)], particles moved at low drift velocities,
i.e., in the resting regime. Each of the central peaks (r)
(for Experiment E10-21 the two central peaks) for the
most part represents the contribution of the rolling
particles. The uppermost peaks (s) are essentially due to
particles in saltation. A striking point is that the two
lower peaks grew only little from (a) to (c), while the

Fig. 11 Elevation of the water
free surface wf(x, t) as a gray
scale image. Image dimensions:
x2�x1 = 220 mm, t2�t1 = 2 s.
White: wf(x, t) = +5.7 mm,
black: wf(x, t) = �5.5 mm
versus the mean value. The line
represents the characteristic
propagation velocity of the
surface waves c. For
experimental conditions, see
experiment E10-8 in Table 4



uppermost peak grew considerably and produced an-
other peak for experiment E10-21. A higher solid dis-
charge was thus mainly achieved by an increase in the
transport near the water free surface, while the particle
transport below remained nearly constant.

The y-integrals of the dashed curves represent the
weights of the different transport regimes. It is noticeable
that the three experiments differed only slightly: the
contribution of the saltating (js) and rolling (jr) particles
to the solid discharge did not vary much and were,
respectively, 50–57 and 36–42% (see Table 4). The roll-
ing regime was thus far from being a marginal mode.

6.3 Rolling and saltating regime for different slopes

When working at constant slope, there was almost no
variation of the contribution of the saltating particles to

the transport, js. In contrast, this ratio turned out to
depend on channel slope and water depth h or on the
dimensionless number h/d (see Fig. 14). For
tan h = 7.5%, js was higher, but still constant (between
62.2 and 64.1%). We can thus conclude that for mild
slopes (7.5 and 10%), js was a function of tan h only.
For steeper slopes though (12.5 and 15%), the diagram
shows that js was a linear function of h/d and decreased
with tan h, the rolling regime becoming dominant.

Surprisingly, the data show that saltation occurred
even if the time-averaged water depth fell below one
particle diameter. This was due to the fluctuations of h,
since even in the extreme case h/d = 0.82 the instanta-
neous water depth frequently exceeded one particle
diameter, which enabled saltation (see the whiskers in
Fig. 14). To take the effect of water line fluctuations into
account, we defined the efficient flow depth as h + rh

and we considered that the experimental trend for slopes
in the range 10–15% could be described using the linear
fit (h + rh)/d. This experimental trend at higher slopes
suggests the existence of a threshold of saltation at
(h + rh)/d = 1, as shown in Fig. 14 where the fitted
straight line intersects the (h/d)-axis. Such an analysis
was only possible because we measured the instanta-
neous water depth.

Dimensionless solid discharges /s as a function of
Shields numbers NSh were plotted on Fig. 15. The solid
discharge was made dimensionless by the definition:

/s ¼
qsffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ðqp=qf � 1Þgd3
q ;

where qs is the bed load transport rate per unit width,
qs ¼ pd3 _n=ð6W Þ: Two semi-empirical formulas were also
plotted, the Meyer-Peter Müller formula (Meyer-Peter
and Müller 1948) /s = 8(NSh�0.047)3/2 and the Fer-
nandez-Luque formula (Fernandez Luque and van Beek
1976) /s = 5.7(NSh�0.06)3/2. Our data were quite scat-
tered in this diagram, the points seemed to be affected by

Fig. 12 Probability density functions (pdf) of the water free surface
wf and the bed surface elevation bs. For experimental conditions,
see experiment E10-8 in Table 4

(a) (b) (c)Fig. 13 Solid discharge _ny as a
function of the y-coordinate
(total solid discharge and
elementary contributions) for
experiments E10-6, E10-8 and
E10-21. Varied parameters:
solid discharge _n; water
discharge per unit width qw,
water depth h. Constant
parameter: channel slope
tan h = 10%. For
experimental conditions, see
Table 4



slope. As shown above, the contribution of the saltating
particles js depended on the channel slope (at least via
the water depth). This prompted us to plot the diagram
differently by only reporting the contribution due to the
saltating particles, i.e., by plotting js /s (see Fig. 16).

Data scattering is here markedly reduced, allowing to
fit a curve to the data. The resulting equation is similar
to the Meyer-Peter equation, the only difference lies in
the values used for the coefficients:

/s ¼ 2 NSh � 0:056ð Þ3=2:

Contrary to the saltating regime, we failed to find a
scaling that would make it possible to collapse the
rolling contribution onto a single curve. This result
shows that, on steep slopes, bed-load transport due to
saltation can be reasonably well described using a power
law with a threshold while a different approach is needed
for the rolling motion.

An image sequence of the particle transport is avail-
able in the audiovideo interleave (AVI) format in
Electronic Supplementary Material. This animation is a
130-frame excerpt of the filmed particle transport. The
original duration of the slow motion sequence is 1 s. See
Table 4 column E10-8 and Fig. 2 for experimental
conditions.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we detailed a method to analyze bed load
transport experiments on a mobile bed with image
processing techniques. We used an inclined channel in
which particle and water supplies at the inlet were con-
trolled accurately. As the channel was only slightly wider
than the diameter of the monosized spherical particles,
their motion was approximately two-dimensional. These
simplifications were necessary as they allowed us to film
the individual movement of all particles with a high
speed camera (on the order of 100 individuals per im-
age). The images were analyzed combining image-pro-
cessing operations to detect particle positions. A
particle-tracking algorithm was developed to obtain the
trajectories and the motion regimes, rolling or saltation.
Another image-processing algorithm made it possible to
detect the water line.

We were thus able to calculate hydrodynamic and
sedimentologic variables. The water line was marked by
fast surface waves, while the bed elevation was charac-
terized by sporadic rearrangements in the bed. Secondly
we investigated the contribution of the rolling and sal-
tating regime by analyzing the vertical transport profiles.
At a constant slope of 10% the contribution of the
rolling particles to the solid discharge was substantial
but only slightly differed when the particle supply in-
creased. When the slope increased, rolling became the
major regime. When the solid flow rate was broken
down, respectively, into the rolling and the saltating

Fig. 14 Relative contribution of the saltating particles to the solid
discharge js as a function of the ratio h/d, where h and d are the
water depth and the particle diameter, respectively. The whiskers
represent the standard deviation (h ± rh)/d

Fig. 15 Dimensionless solid discharge /s as a function of the
Shields number NSh

Fig. 16 Dimensionless solid discharge due to the saltating particles,
js /s, as a function of the Shields number NSh



contribution, we found that slope has little effect on the
transport of saltating particles, which makes it possible
to derive a single curve linking the solid discharge and
the Shields number in a way similar to empirical for-
mulas such as Meyer-Peter’s equation. On the contrary,
no scaling could be found for the rolling regime.

Since the saltation of a single particle has provided up
to now the theoretical support to empirical bed-load
equations (Bagnold 1973; Bridge and Dominic 1984;
Wiberg and Smith 1985; Sekine and Kikkawa 1992;
Seminara et al. 2002), we can wonder whether the rolling
regime has not been neglected at least on steep slopes.
We hope that these results giving valuable insights into
the mechanisms of bed load transport will help devel-
oping better particle-based bed load transport models.
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